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Abstract—In order to achieve rapport in human-robot interaction, it is important to express a reactive emotion that matches
with the user’s mental state. This paper addresses an emotion
recognition method which combines prosody and sentiment
analysis for the system to properly express reactive emotion. In
the user emotion recognition module, valence estimation from
prosodic features is combined with sentiment analysis of text
information. Combining the two information sources significantly
improved the valence estimation accuracy. In the reactive emotion
expression module, the system’s emotion category and level are
predicted using the parameters estimated in the recognition
module, based on distributions inferred from human-human
dialog data. Subjective evaluation results show that the proposed
method is effective for expressing human-like reactive emotion.

emotion due to the inaccuracy of the emotion recognition.
In this work, we aim at improving the emotion recognition,
specifically valence, by combining prosody and sentiment
analysis to make the system able to generate a proper reactive
emotion. We first build a prosody-based emotion recognition
model to analyze why valence is hard to estimate. Then, we
incorporate sentiment analysis to solve the estimation errors.
Finally, we predict the system’s emotion category and level by
using the improved emotion recognition results, for expressing
the reactive emotion which is matched with the user’s emotion.
Subjective evaluation is conducted to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. A NALYSIS DATA

A number of spoken dialog systems have been investigated to conduct more challenging tasks, including persuasion, guidance and counseling. These systems basically focus
on the accuracy of response generation instead of giving
consideration to whether the users feel understood mentally.
Expressing a reaction with proper emotion is necessary yet
hard to realize partly because the systems are insensitive to
the user’s emotion, which makes them perceived as cold and
robotic. To solve this issue, recognizing the user’s emotion is
the priority which has been researched for decades [1, 2, 3].
The study of speech emotion recognition has advanced
greatly over recent years. In particular, it has become possible
to infer users’ emotion from their voice thanks to models of
acoustic and prosodic correlates of the various emotions [4,
5], and two major types of models to describe emotion [6,
7]. However, speech emotion recognition is still a challenging
problem because some emotions also depend much on text
information. On the other hand, a reactive emotion such as
surprise, agreement, sympathy, and approval is usually expressed to achieve rapport, by taking the form of backchannel
feedback. Backchannel generation has been applied in some
dialog systems, producing effective attentive listening behavior
[8, 9]. However, it is not realistic to generate a specific reactive
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A. Dialog Data for Emotion Recognition
Dialog data for emotion recognition were recorded with a
humanoid ERICA [10]. During the data recordings, ERICA
was remotely operated by a human operator in a Wizard of
Oz manner. The subjects are students from the same university
but different departments. Six sessions of the first meeting with
ERICA were recorded. Each session consisted of two phases.
In the first phase, ERICA introduced herself and they talked
about students’ lives, hobbies, and futures. In the second phase,
they talked about androids especially about ERICA itself. Each
dialog session lasted around 15 minutes.
For annotation of the speaker’s emotion, we prepared the
following definitions:
Valence: seven scales, from -3 (extremely negative) to
+3 (extremely positive). This dimension represents the level
of pleasure in the voice. Positive shows pleasant, whereas
negative shows unpleased.
Arousal: seven scales, from -3 (extremely passive) to +3
(extremely active). If a speaker is active, it sounds like he or
she is engaged and shows high emotion in his or her voice. A
passive voice would sound like a lack of engagement or low
emotion.
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We adopted the utterances unit for labeling for convenience,
taking an utterance to be a segment of speech that starts when
a speaker begins a turn and ends when ERICA begins a turn.
The valence and arousal labels were annotated by two
subjects. The agreement rate between the annotators was 77%.
The disagreements were resolved through discussion between
the annotators.
B. Dialog Data for Reactive Emotion Expression
We used another dialog data, which was recorded for the
same project, consisting of seven dialog sessions between two
human speakers who met each other for the first time. The
topics they talked about include hobbies, fashion, and news,
and were selected to contain topics of interest by both speakers
or by only one of the counterparts. In such way, variations in
the listener’s reactive emotion expression are expected to occur
more frequently. Each dialog lasted 15 minutes to 25 minutes.
We annotated both the speaker’s emotion and the listener’s
emotion, in order to analyze the relationship between them.
For the speaker’s emotion, we annotated valence and arousal
of each utterance in the same manner as in Section II.A. For
annotation of the listener’s emotion, we prepared the following
definitions:
Category: embarrassment, unsettling, noticing, remembering, unexpectedness, surprise, hesitation, anxiety, pain, dislike, disappointment, pleasure, anger. These categories were
designed by selecting emotion-related categories from past
works on backchannel analysis [11, 12, 13].
Level of expression: three scales, from 1 (slightly expressed)
to 3 (extremely expressed).
The emotion categories and levels were annotated by three
subjects. The agreement rates by two or more annotators were
87% for category and 90% for level.
III. E MOTION R ECOGNITION BY C OMBINING P ROSODY
AND S ENTIMENT A NALYSIS
A. Prosody-Based Emotion Recognition
We used Prosody Principal Components Analysis (PPCA)
toolkit1 which supports prosodic analysis of speech, and
statistical methods to extract several useful prosodic features
for machine learning works [14, 15, 16]. The features we used
are energy, creakiness, pitch lowness, pitch highness, narrow
pitch range, wide pitch range and speaking rate. Each feature
was computed over four time periods preceding the end point
of each utterance. The time periods are -1600 ms to -1100 ms,
-1100 ms to -600 ms, -600 ms to -100 ms, and -100 ms to 0 ms.
In total, 28 features and PPCA’s standard normalization was
used. Compared to the popular OpenSmile feature set2 , these
features were designed to capture the dialog-relevant aspects
of prosody.
After labeling values and processing features, we conducted
linear regression to find a predictor between valence/arousal
values and prosodic features. After shuffling the utterances, we
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TABLE I
R ESULTS ( CORRELATION COEFFICIENT ) OF INCORPORATING
ANALYSIS TO VALENCE ESTIMATION .
Methods
Average
correlation
coefficient
Statistical
significance
from baseline

SENTIMENT

Baseline
(β = 0)

β = 0.5

β =1

β =2

β =3

0.41

0.45

0.47

0.52

0.56

/

>0.1

>0.05

<0.05

<0.05

chose 420 utterances and conducted 6-fold cross validation.
The average correlation was 0.41 for valence and 0.62 for
arousal. Correlation of 0.41 is not satisfactory for building an
emotion recognition model. We found that valence is sometimes estimated incorrectly because it conflicts with sentiment,
which is a subject feeling from text information. This is
reasonable because people sometimes say a negative fact with
positive prosody or do not express positive feeling clearly even
when they are happy.
B. Incorporating Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis (also known as opinion mining) refers
to the task of automatically determining the polarity of a
piece of text, whether it is positive, negative, or neutral [17].
Sentiment analysis can be robust to ASR (Automatic Speech
Recognition) errors [18].
In this work, we chose Japanese Natural Language Processing3 , a Python script which supports sentiment analysis
of Japanese text. This function does sentiment analysis on
Japanese text using word sense disambiguation based on a
Japanese WordNet and an English SentiWordNet. We replaced
the English SentiWordNet by the Japanese SentiWordNet so
that it directly classifies on polarity score using the Japanese
SentiWordNet. The results of this function can be [-1, 1].
We used the weighted linear combination shown in formula
(1), to incorporate sentiment analysis result y to the prosodybased valence result x. We tested 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 for β, the
weight of sentiment analysis result, to find the best one.
z = x + βy

(1)

C. Results and Discussion
Table I shows the average correlation coefficient of 6fold cross validation and the statistical significance from the
baseline result using prosody only. From this table, we can see
that by combining the sentiment analysis, the correlation coefficient of valence is significantly improved, and the weighted
linear combination with β = 3 achieves the best result among
all the conditions. The correlation coefficient is increased by
0.15. Compared to previous works on valence estimation, the
result of 0.56 outperforms the most common result, which is
under 0.50 [19, 20, 21].

1 http://cs.utep.edu/nigel/midlevel/mlv4.1.pdf
2 http://audeering.com/technology/opensmile/
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3 http://jprocessing.readthedocs.io/en/latest
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Fig. 1. Occurrence frequencies of the listener’s emotion categories
with and without pleasure or disappointment
depending on the speaker’s valence values.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the reactive emotion expression process.

B. Emotion Level Prediction
We also tried the one-vector combination, which combines
prosodic and textual features into a single vector when training
the emotion recognition model. The improvement of this
method is only 0.02, which is similar to previous works [19].
IV. P REDICTION FOR R EACTIVE E MOTION
We also propose a method to predict the system’s emotion
category and level based on the user’s valence and arousal
results obtained by using the proposed method introduced in
Section III.
A. Emotion Category Prediction
We extracted 240 utterance pairs (speaker’s statements and
listener’s reactive emotions) and analyzed the distributions of
the listener’s emotion categories depending on the speaker’s
valence and arousal, aiming to find a general pattern from the
human-human dialog. Among the several categories (described
in Section II.B), we firstly found that the categories “pleasure”
and “disappointment” expressed by the listener had clear
distributions with the speaker’s valence.
We then classified the listener’s utterances into three groups:
utterances containing pleasure, utterances containing disappointment, and utterances not containing pleasure or disappointment. From Fig. 1, we can see that when the speaker’s
valence is positive, the listener tends to show his feeling
containing pleasure emotion. The higher the valence is, the
higher the occurrence frequency is. When the speaker’s valence is low, the listener tends to show a disappointment
emotion. The lower the valence is, the lower the occurrence
frequency is. This phenomenon is reasonable because, in
human-human communication, the listener usually shares the
positive/negative feeling about a positive/negative fact with the
speaker to express empathy.
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To build the emotion level prediction model, we first calculated the correlation coefficient between each dimension of the
user’s emotion and emotion level of the system to see if they
have good correlation. Then, after shuffling the utterance pairs,
we adopted linear regression and conducted 6-fold validation
to predict the system’s emotion level from the user’s valence
and arousal. We added a minus sign to the level of negative
emotions of embarrassment, puzzlement, anxiety, pain, dislike,
disappointment and anger.
The correlation coefficients between valence/arousal and
emotion level were 0.57 and 0.60. Both valence and arousal
have good correlation with the emotion level. This is reasonable because the two dialog partners are usually in similar
levels of pleasure and activation. The average correlation
coefficient between the annotated level and the predicted level
was 0.55. We consider that this is a reasonable performance
for predicting the system’s emotion level based on the user’s
valence and arousal.
C. Overview of the Reactive Emotion Expression
The above-mentioned reactive emotion expression process
is shown in Fig. 2. The system’s emotion category and level
are the outputs which are predicted based on the estimation
of the user’s valence and arousal.
V. S UBJECTIVE E VALUATION
We firstly prepared a text set of 20 sentences (10 with positive and 10 with negative contents) and 20 reactive emotion
feedback utterances (such as “hontodesuka” “soudesune” and
“naruhodo” which are equivalent to “really?” and “I see”
in English). These reactive emotion utterances are available
in our TTS system with different categories and levels of
expression. The 20 sentences were recorded by 10 subjects
(students aging from 21 to 24 years old), resulting in a total
of 200 utterances. The subjects were only instructed to express
their feelings corresponding to the sentences. Then, for each
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TABLE II
S UBJECTIVE EVALUATION RESULTS FOR REACTIVE EMOTION
EXPRESSION .
Methods
Neutral
Random
Proposed

Are emotions proper?
Mean
Variance
0.0
1.1
-0.2
1.1
1.4
0.3

Are feedbacks natural?
Mean
Variance
-0.6
0.9
0.1
1.4
1.1
0.5
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emotion more properly and is effective for expressing natural
and human-like reactive emotion.
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